
 

Virtual Modified Routines Competition 
 
The NAIGC is excited to host our first ever Virtual Modified Competition from February 
13th-26th. Due to the COVID19 pandemic, this event was created for individuals who do not 
have access to a gym, or would like to compete from the comfort of their own home. Anyone 
may participate in this event, regardless of gym access. The Virtual Modified Competition will 
consist of five events to be performed inside or outside the home. PLEASE BE SAFE. Do not 
try skills you are not 100% confident you can perform safely. NAIGC assumes no liability 
for your participation in this virtual modified competition.  
 
To participate, please film your routine(s) and upload one video with all your routines to 
youtube, dropbox, or another platform of your choice with a sharable link. Once you have a link 
to your video, please fill out this form to ensure you will get scored, and paste the link to your 
video where it asks for your submission link. Submissions will be accepted from February 
13th-26th, 2021. Individuals may compete in all events or any combination of events, and will 
compete one of three levels (Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced), based on routine 
construction. Please see event descriptions for level details to ensure your routines match your 
selected level.  You may compete different levels for different events. Each event will be judged 
individually; there is no All Around score. For any questions, please email events@naigc.org 
 

Recommended Level Guidelines  
 

 
 

Events 
 

1. Acro Combination: The goal of the Acro combo competition is to connect as many skills 
as possible. Individuals may complete any combination of acrobatics or flight skills to 
achieve the greatest total number of connected skills. Connected is defined as less than 
three seconds between skills, and/or and without touching foot to the ground. Skills may 
not be repeated more than three times for credit, however skills performed with 
different variations will count as different skills (ex: a cartwheel and a one-handed 
cartwheel will be scored as two different skills). Level distinctions are as follows: If you 
compete only Category 1, you will be scored in the Beginner level. If you compete one or 
more Category 2 skills, you will be scored in the Intermediate level. If you compete one 

Beginner Suggested MAG and WAG Developmental 

Intermediate Suggested MAG Level 9, WAG Level 6 and 7 

Advanced Suggested MAG NCAA-modified and WAG Level 8 and 9 

https://forms.gle/x73zuoCbJ27prBDK8


 

or more Category 3 Skills, you will be scored in the Advanced level. Scoring will be 
based on both the number of skills and category of skills you connect. Categories are as 
follows: 

a. Category 1 Skills: 0.1pts 
i. Handstand 

ii. Forward roll  
iii. Backward roll 
iv. Handstand forward roll 
v. Back extension roll to push-up position 

vi. Back extension roll to handstand 
vii. Cartwheel 

viii. One Handed Cartwheel 
ix. Round Off 
x. One Handed Round Off 

xi. Front Walkover 
xii. One Handed Front Walkover 

xiii. Back Walkover 
xiv. One Handed Back Walkover 

b. Category 2 Skills: 0.2pts 
i. Front Handspring: two hands + step-out 

ii. Front Handspring: two hands + two feet 
iii. Front Handspring: one hand + step-out 
iv. Front Handspring: one hand + two feet 
v. Back Handspring: two hands + step-out 

vi. Back Handspring: two hands + two feet 
vii. Back Handspring: one hand + step-out 

viii. Back Handspring: one hand + two feet 
c. Category 3 Skills: 0.3 pts 

i. Side Aerial 
ii. Side Sumi 

iii. Front Aerial 
iv. Back Tuck 
v. Back Layout Step-Out 

vi. Back ½ 
vii. Back 1/1  

viii. Arabian  
ix. Front Tuck  
x. Front ½ 

d. If you would like to perform a skill that is not on this list, email us at 
events@naigc.org and we will let you know if it will count. 

mailto:events@naigc.org


 

 
2. Modified Beam: The Beam competition may be performed on any line indoors or 

outdoors (it can be a tape line, a foam beam, two cones on each end, or any safe way that 
demonstrates a line). A routine should be performed similar to that of a WAG beam 
routine, excluding the mount and dismount. Routines must not exceed 1 min 30 sec total. 
Routines must have a minimum of 5 skills, but cannot exceed 8 skills. Your level will be 
based on the value of skills you perform: Beginner = all As, up to 1 B; Intermediate = 
all As and Bs, up to 1 C; Advanced = all As and Bs, 2 or more Cs and Ds. Skills may not 
be repeated more than twice, and you are strongly encouraged to incorporate a variety of 
dance and acro elements. Everyone will start with a 10.0 start value, and will be deducted 
for form. Extra points will be awarded for creativity.  

a. Synchro variation: compete your beam routine synchronously with a teammate, in 
person (with appropriate social distancing) or over zoom  

 
3. WAG Modified Floor: The Modified WAG-Floor event will model a WAG Floor 

routine, however it will only consist of leaps, jumps, turns and single acros. No tumbling 
passes are allowed; tumbling passes are defined as any two or more connected acro/flight 
skills. Your routine will not be judged if you included tumbling passes. If you have a 
question on what counts as tumbling, please email us at events@naigc.org. Routines must 
be accompanied by music (lyrics are allowed!), and must not exceed 1 min 30 sec total. 
Routines must have a minimum of 6 skills, but cannot exceed 12 skills. Everyone will 
start with a 10.0 start value, and deductions will be taken for form and execution. Extra 
points will be awarded for creativity. Your level will be based on the value of skills you 
perform: Beginner = all As, up to 1 B; Intermediate = all As and Bs, up to 1 C; 
Advanced = all As and Bs, 2 or more Cs and Ds. Skills may not be repeated more than 
twice for credit, and you are encouraged to incorporate a variety of skills. 

a. Synchro variation: compete your floor routine synchronously with a teammate, in 
person (with appropriate social distancing) or over zoom  

 
4. MAG Modified Floor: The Modified MAG-Floor event will model a MAG Floor routine, 

however it will consist of only non-acrobatic skills (presses, scales, circles, etc.) or single 
acros. No tumbling passes are allowed; tumbling passes are defined as any two or more 
connected acro/flight skills. Your routine will not be judged if you included tumbling 
passes. If you have a question on what counts as tumbling, please email us at 
events@naigc.org. Routines must include 7-10 non-acrobatic skills. You may also 
optionally perform your routine to music; there will be no deductions for music. 
Everyone will start with a 10.0 start value for exercise presentation in addition to the 
combined difficulty of the counting elements. For example, a routine with 7 skills, 1 'C' 
skill, 2 'B' skills, and 4 'A' skills will have a combined difficulty of 
(1x0.3)+(2x0.2)+(4x0.1)=1.1. The start value would then be 10.0+1.1=11.1. Deductions 
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will be taken for form and execution. Extra points will be awarded for creativity. Your 
level will be based on the value of skills you perform: Beginner = all As, up to 2 Bs; 
Intermediate = all As and Bs, up to 1 C; Advanced = all As and Bs, 2 or more Cs and Ds. 
Skills may not be repeated more than twice, and you are encouraged to incorporate a 
variety of skills.  

a. Acceptable Skills (Please see MAG Code of Points for your reference) 
i. Element Group 1 

1. All Skills (1.01- 1.122) are allowed except 1.73 and 1.74 (Endo). 
Endos are not acceptable skills  

ii. Element Group 2 
1. 2.07 Front Handspring  
2. 2.25 Front Aerial 

iii. Element Group 3 
1. 3.01 Back Tuck/Pike 
2. 3.13  Back Handspring  

iv. NAIGC MAG Additional Developmental and Modified Level 9 Skills 
1. Side Aerial 
2. Cartwheel  
3. Round-Off  
4. Pike up through handstand  
5. Backward roll through handstand  
6. L-Sit (2 s.)  
7. Straight arm backward roll to prone  
8. Press to headstand for 2 sec, Straddled or piked 

 
5. Modified Rings: The Modified Rings event will model traditional Rings routines 

excluding dismounts. This event was created to be performed at home on crossfit or 
home ring equipment. The equipment set up must be safe; use at your own discretion. 
Routines will not be scored if the set-up is deemed unsafe. If you do not currently have a 
set up, crossfit rings are widely available on Amazon or other sites. The event will consist 
of predominantly Strength and Hold elements (Group 2 Skills in the MAG Code of 
Points). Routines must include 4-8 skills, and may be split up into two portions to allow a 
change in the height of the rings. No deduction will be taken for this stop; however, 
additional stops will be judged as a fall. Everyone will start with a 10.0 start value for 
exercise presentation in addition to the combined difficulty of the counting elements. For 
example, a routine with 7 skills, 1 'C' skill, 2 'B' skills, and 4 'A' skills will have a 
combined difficulty of (1x0.3)+(2x0.2)+(4x0.1)=1.1. The start value would then be 
10.0+1.1=11.1. Deductions will be taken for form and execution. Less than four skills 
will also result in a one point deduction for each missing skill. Extra points will be 
awarded for creativity. Your level will be based on the value of skills you perform: 

https://www.gymnastics.sport/publicdir/rules/files/en_MAG%20CoP%202017%20-%202020.pdf
https://t6f.47f.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/NAIGC-MAG-Rules.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=gymnastics+workout+rings&gclid=Cj0KCQiAlZH_BRCgARIsAAZHSBnxcVaNL--KZAk95DzyvrHjKzQuC1DmlO44FNB73_JsGlQeiklEXNcaApJuEALw_wcB&hvadid=323139444137&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=1018413&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=b&hvrand=13832661930549094770&hvtargid=kwd-625451624098&hydadcr=15626_9874552&tag=googhydr-20&ref=pd_sl_4v4ghvmb61_b


 

Beginner = A skills only; Intermediate = As and B skills; Advanced = all As and Bs, at 
least one C or D. Skills may not be repeated more than twice. You are encouraged to 
incorporate a variety of skills.  

a. Acceptable Skills (Please see MAG Code of Points for your reference) 
i. Element Group 1 

1. 1.49 Slow Inlocate from Hang 
2. 1.55 Kip to Support 
3. 1.62 Straight Arm Back Kip  
4. 1.80 Back Kip to Handstand (2 s.) 
5. 1.92 From Support Swing bwd to Handstand  

ii. Element Group 2  
1. All Skills are allowed 

iii. Element Group 3 
1. 3.08 Kip to L-sit (2 s.) 
2. 3.09 Kip to V-sit (2 s.) 
3. 3.46 Kip to V cross (2 s.) 
4. 3.51 Kip to cross, or L-cross (2 s.) 
5. 3.54 Kip to inverted swallow (2 s.) 
6. 3.57 Back kip to cross or L-cross (2 s.) 
7. 3.59 Back kip to support scale at ring height (2 s.) 
8. 3.75 Back kip to support scale straddled (2 s.) 
9. 3.76 Back kip to support scale (2 s.) 
10. 3.100 Back kip to inverted cross (2 s.) 

iv. Element Group 4 
1. No Skills Allowed 

v. NAIGC MAG Additional Developmental and Modified Level 9 Skills 
1. Muscle Up  
2. Pike press to shoulderstand (2 s.)  
3. Tuck Planche (2 s.)  
4. German hang (2 s.) 
5. Create your own SAFE skill 

vi. Show control when finishing the exercise  
 
 

https://www.gymnastics.sport/publicdir/rules/files/en_MAG%20CoP%202017%20-%202020.pdf
https://t6f.47f.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/NAIGC-MAG-Rules.pdf

